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Challenge

AXIOS Industrial Services is a newly formed, private equity owned 
organization with aggressive growth plans. The company decided to 
outsource its marketing activities and rely on a partner that can 
establish the brand and develop and execute the overall marketing 
plan to reach revenue objectives.

Solution

BBN and AXIOS decided early on that digital marketing was the 
solution. An extensive ClustaarTM analysis provided a clear picture of 
the competitive landscape. Year one and two were focused on 
establishing the brand, developing all marketing communication 
anchors including the website, and implementing HubSpot as the 
marketing technology hub. A series of successful inbound marketing 
campaigns created a significant lead flow and landed a large project 
within six months of campaign launch. Year 3 is now integrating a 
structured account-based marketing strategy that targets new 
industries to expand the company’s reach outside of the energy 
sector. 

Results

AXIOS digital brand awareness is rapidly gaining on its large 
competitors (Alexa).
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LEAD GENERATION

Total combined 
lead count

1,444

Form
submissions

213

Calls

1,231

56% from
advertising

398 MQLs
77% from

advertising

88 SQLs

Overall increase
in site traffic

176%
Increase in

impressions

624%

Increase in
top-ranking keywords

35%

Increase in 
organic site

traffic

246%
Increase in 

PERI UP 
keywords

127%

TRAFFIC AND SEO
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Building Trust
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WATCH THE STORY
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https://hexagroup.wistia.com/medias/8qhw6n9jva


Intrigued?
A BBN case study

For more information on BBN in the Americas, please contact:

Ed Davis, Business Development

E: ed@bbn-international.com
T: +1 281 250 4871

Or complete the form on our site:
hopeformarketers.com

mailto:ed@bbn-international.com
tel:12812504871
http://hopeformarketers.com/

